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ABSTRACT
Analytic derivations of the correlation function and the column density distribution
for neutral hydrogen in the intergalactic medium (IGM) are presented, assuming that
the non-linear baryonic mass density distribution in the IGM is lognormal. We have
compared the analytic results with observations and explored the possibility of con-
straining various cosmological and IGM parameters. Two kinds of correlation functions
are dened : (i) along the line-of-sight (LOS) and (ii) across the transverse direction.
Comparison of the observed LOS correlation with our analytical models suggests that
unique recovery of power spectrum is dicult without a prior knowledge of the IGM
parameters. However, we show that it is possible to constrain the slope of the equation
of state of the IGM, γ, and its evolution using the observed LOS correlation function at
dierent epochs. From the transverse correlation function, we obtain the excess proba-
bility, over random, of nding two neutral hydrogen overdense separated by an angle .
We nd that this excess probability is always less than 1% for redshifts greater than 2.
Our models also reproduce the observed column density distribution for neutral hydro-
gen. We show that the shape of the distribution depends on γ. Our calculations suggest
that one can rule out γ > 1:6 for z > 2:31 using the column density distribution. We
suggest that the constraints on the evolution of γ (obtained using both the LOS cor-
relation and the column density distribution) can be used as an independent tool to
probe the reionisation history of the universe.
Key words: cosmology: large-scale structure of universe, power spectrum { intergalac-
tic medium { quasars: absorption lines
1 INTRODUCTION
The nature and evolution of the initial power spectrum of
density fluctuations could be obtained by studying the dis-
tribution of objects at dierent scales and dierent epochs.
The formalism for studying the formation of structures with
dark matter (DM) is well established, as they are collision-
less particles interacting only through gravity, and is been
extensively studied using the large cosmological N-body sim-
ulations. However, in order to model the evolution of bary-
onic structures like galaxies, groups of galaxies etc. one needs
to incorporate all the hydrodynamical processes, ionisation,
cooling, star formation etc., in the N-body simulations. Be-
cause of such complications, our understanding of the for-




Among the various baryonic structures, the regions
where one can neglect the star formation, are comparatively
easier to study. Two such areas are (a) low amplitude fluc-
tuations in the intergalactic medium (IGM), where the star
formation rate is very low, and (b) the intracluster medium,
where one studies over large scales and thus the star forma-
tion details can be neglected. Hence considerable eort has
been given in understanding these two types of structures.
The baryonic matter distribution at z  5 is well probed
through the absorption signatures they produce on the spec-
tra of the distant QSOs. It is widely believed that while the
metal lines systems (detected through Mg ii or C iv dou-
blets) seen in the QSO spectra could be associated with
the halos of the intervening luminous galaxies (Bergeron &
Boisse 1991; Steidel 1993), most of the low neutral hydrogen
column density absorption lines (commonly called as ‘Ly’
clouds) are believed to be due to low amplitude fluctuations
in the IGM.
Semi analytical as well as hydrodynamical simulations
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are consistent with the view that the Ly clouds are small
scale density fluctuations (Bond et al. 1988; Cen et al. 1994;
Zhang, Anninos & Norman 1995; Hernquist et al. 1996;
Miralda-Escude et al. 1996; Bi & Davidsen 1997; Riediger et
al. 1998; Theuns, Leonard & Efstathiou 1998; Theuns et al.
1998; Dave et al. 1999) that are naturally expected in any
standard structure formation models. This idea is supported
by the detection and the evolution of the weak clustering
among the Ly clouds in the redshift space (Cristiani et al.
1995; Srianand 1997; Khare et al. 1997). Subsequently it is
realised that the thermal history of the Ly line forming re-
gions depends on (i) epoch of reionisation (equation of state)
(ii) rate of photoionisation and (iii) adiabatic cooling. One
can in principle neglect shocks and other processes that are
important only in the highly non-linear regime. However a
simple linear evolution of the densities will fail to produce
the saturated Ly systems and one needs to incorporate
non-linearities in the model.
As a rst step, one can model the non-linear evolution
of the baryonic fluctuations that produce Ly clouds using
one of the several approximate models like: (i) Zeldovich ap-
proximation (Doroshkevich & Shandarin 1977; McGill 1990;
Hui, Gnedin & Zhang 1997), (ii) lognormal approximation
(Bi 1993; Gnedin & Hui 1996; Bi & Davidsen 1997). or (iii)
power law approximation (Bi et al. 1995) (strictly speaking,
the baryonic fluctuations are calculated here using the linear
theory). In all these cases the baryon density is estimated
from the DM density by some rule and the neutral fraction
is estimated by considering the equilibrium between the rate
of photoionisation due to background radiation and the rate
of recombination estimated from the temperature dened
through the equation of state. All these models depend on
various IGM parameters such as intensity of the background
radiation, equation of state and density average temperature
as well as the cosmological parameters like Ωm;Ω; etc.
Observationally the statistical properties of the Ly ab-
sorption lines are quantied through the column density dis-
tribution, correlation functions and their dependence on the
mean redshift. The clustering properties of the Ly absorp-
tion lines are studied through two point correlation function
obtained either (a) in the redshift space using the lines de-
tected along a single line-of-sight (LOS) which we call \LOS
correlation function", or (b) among the absorption lines de-
tected along the lines of sights toward a few closely spaced
QSOs which we call \transverse correlation function". In
either case the observed spectra is decomposed into clouds
using \Voigt" prole ts. Though this process smoothens the
density eld over the width of the lines the average eects
due to thermal broadening is taken care of by the Voigt pro-
les. One can also compute the two-point correlation func-
tion of the observed flux in dierent pixels. Though this
process does not decompose the actual density elds into
cloudlets, in order to analyse the data the models should
incorporate the thermal broadening and blending of contri-
bution from dierent density fluctuations (Croft et al. 1999;
McDonald et al. 1999). Most of the existing studies concen-
trate on obtaining constraints on the cosmological parame-
ters using the observed statistical properties. Comparitively
very less eort is directed to understand how the observed
quantities depend on the IGM parameters.
In this work we make a preliminary attempt to investi-
gate the dependence of the observable quantities on various
parameters of the models using a simple analytic approach.
We derive analytic relations for the two-point correlation
function among the Ly clouds and the column density dis-
tribution using a lognormal approximation. These equations
are used with the observed Voigt prole tted data to get
constraints on dierent IGM and cosmological parameters.
In section 2, we treat the non-linear evolution with a simple
ansatz proposed by Bi & Davidsen (1997) for the baryonic
density fluctuations, and derive analytic expressions for the
correlation function along the LOS and in the transverse di-
rection and the column density distribution. In section 3,
we study the correlation function at dierent redshifts for
dierent structure formation models and for dierent values
of the IGM parameters such as mean temperature and the
equation of state. We compare our results with the existing
observational data of Cristiani et al. (1997). We also present
the results for the column density distribution and study its
dependence on various cosmological and IGM parameters.
The results are summarised in section 4.
2 ANALYTIC MODEL
The linear density contrast for dark matter in comoving k-
space, for a particular redshift z, is given by
DM(k; z) = D(z)DM(k; 0); (1)
where D(z) is the linear growth factor for the density con-
trast, normalised such thatD(0) = 1. If we assume the linear
density contrast to be a Gaussian random eld, then the cor-
responding linearly extrapolated power spectrum PDM(k) is
dened by
hDM(k; 0)DM(k0; 0)i = (2)3PDM(k)Dirac(k− k0): (2)
The power spectrum is only a function of the magnitude of
k, because of the isotropy of the background universe.
The linear density contrast for baryons in the IGM can
be obtained from the DM density contrast by smoothing
















is the Jeans length; Tm and  are the density-averaged tem-
perature and mean molecular weight of the IGM respec-
tively; Ωm is the cosmological density parameter of total
mass and γ is the ratio of specic heats. Strictly speaking,
equation (3) is valid only for the case γ = 4=3, but it is
shown by Bi, Borner & Chu (1992) that equation (3) is a
good approximation for B(k; z) even for γ 6= 4=3. The lin-
ear density contrast in real comoving space, (x; z), is the
Fourier transform of equation (3).
In principle, to study the properties of the IGM one
has to take into account the non-linearities in the density
distribution and various physical processes such as shocks,
radiation eld, cooling etc. However, detailed hydrodynam-
ical modelling of IGM has shown that most of the low col-
umn density Ly absorption (i.e. NHI  1014 cm−2) are
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produced by regions that are either in the linear or in the
weakly non-linear regime (Cen et al. 1994; Zhang, Anninos
& Norman 1995; Hernquist et al. 1996; Miralda-Escude et
al. 1996; Theuns, Leonard & Efstathiou 1998; Theuns et al.
1998; Dave et al. 1999). The lower envelope of the column
density, NHI versus the thermal velocity dispersion, b (given
by b = (2kBT=mp)
1=2) scatter plot (Schaye et al. 1999a;
Schaye et al. 1999b) suggests that there is a well dened re-
lationship between the density and the temperature of the
IGM (Hui & Gnedin 1997). Thus it is possible to model low
column density systems using simple prescription for the
non-linear density eld and an equation of state.
In this work, we take into account the eect of non-
linearity by assuming the number density distribution of the
baryons, nB(x; z) to be a lognormal random eld
nB(x; z) = Ae
B(x;z) (5)
where A is a constant to be determined. The mean value of
nB(x; z) is given by
hnB(x; z)i  n0(z) = AheB(x;z)i (6)
Since B(x; z) is a Gaussian random eld, one can write
heB(x;z)i = e2(z)=2 (7)
where
















The lognormal distribution was introduced by Coles & Jones
(1991) as a model for the non-linear matter distribution in
the universe. When the density contrast is small (B  1),
equation (10) reduces to nB=n0 ’ 1 + B, which is just
what we expect from linear theory. On small scales, equa-
tion (10) becomes the isothermal hydrostatic solution, which
describes highly clumped structures like intracluster gas,
nB / exp(−mp DM=γkBT ), where  DM is the dark mat-
ter potential (Sarazin & Bahcall 1977). The lognormal as-
sumption has been used to model the IGM in numerical
simulations (Bi 1993; Bi & Davidsen 1997) and is found to
be working well in reproducing the observations. In partic-
ular, the simulation results matches well with the observed
column density distribution and number density of the Ly
absorption lines, the probability distribution of the b param-
eter etc (see Bi & Davidsen 1997). [The analysis described
below can,however, easily be carried out for any other lo-
cal ansatz for the non-linear baryonic density. The results
for power law assumption in which nB / (1 + )p will be
discussed in a later paper.]
The fraction of hydrogen in the neutral form, f , in the
IGM can be obtained by solving the ionisation equilibrium
equation
(z; T (z))npne = J(z)nHI; (11)
where (z; T (z)) is the radiative recombination rate and
J(z) is rate of photoionisation for hydrogen at redshift z
(Black 1981); np; ne and nHI are the number densities of
proton, electron and neutral hydrogen, respectively. For sim-
plicity, we assume that hydrogen is the only element present
in the IGM and neglect the presence of helium and other
heavier elements. In such a case, we have ne = np. (This re-
lation is not valid in the presence of helium or other heavier
elements. If we have taken their presence into account, we
would have got ne = np, where  is a constant. Usually,
1    1:2, because the amount of helium and heavier ele-
ments in the IGM is small compared to hydrogen. Since we
do not know J(z) beyond an accuracy of 10-20%, we can al-
ways absorb  into J(z).) Let us dene the neutral fraction















In general, one can solve this equation and determine f as
a function of nB. This expression simplies for two extreme





















(if nHI  nB)
(16)
The ionisation conditions in the Ly absorbers are similar
to the of H ii regions with f ’ 10−4. Thus, from now on we
concentrate only on the case nHI  nB.
We take the temperature dependence of the recombina-
tion coecient  to be given by (Rauch et al. 1997)






where 0 = 4:2 10−13 cm3 s−1. This relation is a good ap-
proximation for  in the temperature range relevant for Ly
forest. The temperature T is related to the baryonic density
n through the equation of state. We assume a polytropic
equation of state p / γ / nγ , or equivalently






is the mean baryonic number density at redshift z. Then,
the H i density becomes
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and
 = 2:7− 0:7γ: (22)
It is clear from equation (20) that we must have  > 0. But
 can become negative if γ > 3:86. Usually for the IGM, γ
lies in the range 1:2 < γ < 1:7 (Schaye et al. 1999b). Hence,
from now on, we need not worry about the sign of . We can
write the H i density in terms of the linear baryonic density
contrast
nHI(x; z) = F1(z) exp[B(x; z)]; (23)
where
F1(z) = F (z)e
−2(z)=2: (24)
It is clear from equation (23) that the H i distribution at
a particular redshift is also described by a lognormal distri-
bution. All the statistical quantities regarding H i can be
derived from this in a straightforward manner.
2.1 Correlation Function for Neutral
Hydrogen
One of our main interest is the correlation function
hnHI(x; z)nHI(x0; z0)i =
F1(z)F1(z
0)hexpf[B(x; z) + B(x0; z0)]gi; (25)
from which several useful quantities can be obtained. Since
B is a Gaussian random eld, we can write, using equation
(7)




f2(z) + 2(z0) + 2Q(x;x0; z; z0)g]; (26)
where
Q(x;x0; z; z0) = hB(x; z)B(x0; z0)i: (27)
Simple algebra gives











One also notes from equations (8) and (28) that 2(z) =
Q(0; z; z). We can now write equation (25) as





One needs to normalise the quan-
tity hnHI(x; z)nHI(x0; z0)i, to obtain the correlation function
HI(x − x0; z; z0) for H i. A natural way of normalising the
correlation would be to use the denition
1 + HI(x− x0; z; z0) = hnHI(x; z)nHI(x
0; z0)i
hnHI(x; z)ihnHI(x0; z0)i : (31)
Since hnHI(x; z)i = F2(z), we get
HI(x− x0; z; z0) = e
2Q(x−x0;z;z0) − 1 (32)
with Q given by equation (28).
All the analysis above is valid if one can probe any scale
with arbitrary accuracy. But it turns out that one cannot
obtain information about scales smaller than some partic-
ular value, due to various observational constraints. While
observing along a LOS, it will be impossible to probe the
velocity scales less than the spectroscopic limit due to ther-
mal broadening and the blending of spectral lines. Similarly,
while observing across the transverse direction, the peculiar
velocities of individual points will constrain the velocity res-
olution which we have not taken into account in the above
analysis. If v is the smallest scale one can probe, then the




(1 + z): (33)
This means that we will not be able to probe below a co-
moving length scale given by










[Ω + Ωm(1 + z)
3 + Ωk(1 + z)
2]−1=2; (35)
Ωk = 1− Ωm − Ω: (36)
This eect can be included in our calculation by smoothing
over all the length scales smaller than x. We use a Gaussian
window of width x = x, and get a smoothed version of
Q in equation (28). In Fourier space, this smoothing will
introduce an extra Gaussian term in the integrand, and our
smoothed Q will be












The angular integrations can be carried out trivially, and we
get
















where X = jx − x0j. The nal integration can be done nu-
merically, once the DM power spectrum is given.
At this stage, the relations derived above can be used
for any x;x0; z; z0. As we mentioned earlier, if one observes
the H i along a particular LOS, then one is probing dierent
regions of the IGM at dierent redshifts. The position x will






where dH(z) is given by equation (35). Then the LOS cor-




0);z;z0) − 1; (40)
where
QLOS(l(z; z
0); z; z0) =

















l(z; z0) = x(z)− x(z0): (42)
It should be stressed that LOSHI (z; z
0) 6= LOSHI (z − z0). This
means that one cannot rigorously dene a power spectrum
from the LOS correlation function because the correlation is
a function of two variables z and z0. In other words, the LOS
power spectrum does not exist in strict sense. However, one
can get an approximate LOS power spectrum for a small
redshift range around any mean redshift. This can be done




(z + z0); (43)
a redshift dierence
z = z − z0 (44)
and evaluating the correlation function for a particular value
of z as a function of z. For small z, one can use equation
(34) to write the correlation as a function of x and Fourier
transform the correlation, and get the power spectrum. Such
a power spectrum will depend on the value of z. We stress
again this power spectrum is approximate in the sense that
it exists only for z  z.
The transverse correlation is observed at some particu-
lar redshift (z = z0), along the transverse direction. Then
transHI (l?; z) = e
















where l? is the comoving distance along the transverse direc-
tion. For a given redshift, the transverse correlation is only
a function of l?. Hence, one can obtain the power spectrum
from transHI following usual methods.
2.2 Column Density Distribution
One of the other statistics the observers use to quantify the
distribution Ly absorption lines is column density distri-
bution. Indeed one can get the analytic expression for this
using the formalism developed so far in this work. Note that
Voigt prole tting to the absorption lines are used to get the
observed column density distribution. Here we use a method
called ‘density-peak ansatz’ (DPA), discussed in Gnedin &
Hui (1996) and Hui, Gnedin & Zhang (1997) to derive an
analytic expression for the column density distribution.
Suppose we are looking at the IGM along any one di-
rection, at some redshift z. Then the linear density eld

(1D)
B (x; z) along that LOS will be described by a one di-
mensional Gaussian random eld. DPA assumes that each
density peak in the comoving space is associated with an ab-
sorption line, and one can assign a denite column density
to each of them. In the articles referred above, each density






In such a case, there is a denite correlation between the
value of the density eld at the peak, and the eective width
of the absorber (which is determined by the correlation be-
tween the density eld and its second derivative at the peak,
and is xed once the tting function for the density peak is
given). We, however, take a simpler approach in assigning
the column density to a density peak, which is described
below.
The coherence scale of the distribution is dened as




where 1 and 2 are dened in equation (A3) (see Appendix
A). This length is a measure of the distance between two
successive zeroes for the one dimensional Gaussian random
eld. Since this is the relevant scale for the distribution of
zero-crossing, we expect the eective length scale of a peak
to be a fraction of R. Then the column density correspond-
ing to a particular peak will be
NHI / nHI[peak]R = nHI[peak]R (49)
where nHI[peak] is the H i number density at the peak and
 is the proportionality constant, which can be used as a
free parameter in comparing with observations. We have as-
sumed  to be independent of NHI, which means that the col-
umn density is directly proportional to the peak density. Us-
ing this prescription for obtaining the column density from
the H i density, we can easily obtain the relation between
NHI and 
(1D)
B , using equations (16) and (10). For the case















Given this relation, it is straightforward to obtain the col-
umn density distribution dNpk=(dz dNHI). For complete-
ness, we give the relevant calculations in the appendix.
3 RESULTS
3.1 LOS Correlation
We shall now compute the results for the H i correlation
function for dierent scenarios. The parameters dening the
model can be divided into two categories : (i) cosmological
parameters, and (ii) parameters related to the IGM.
The rst set of the cosmological parameters are those
which determine the background cosmology. We assume that
the background universe is described by the FRW metric.
We have considered three dierent cosmological models. The
model parameters are listed below:
SCDM Ωm = 1;Ω = 0; h = 0:5
OCDM Ωm = 0:35;Ω = 0; h = 0:5
LCDM Ωm = 0:35;Ω = 0:65; h = 0:5
The next cosmological input that is required is the form of
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the DM power spectrum. We take the following form for
PDM(k) (Efstathiou, Bond & White 1992)
PDM(k) =
Ak
(1 + [ak + (bk)1:5 + (ck)2])2=
(51)
where  = 1:13, a = (6:4=Γ)h−1 Mpc, b = (3:0=Γ)h−1 Mpc,
c = (1:7=Γ)h−1 Mpc and Γ = Ωmh. The normalisation pa-
rameter A is xed through the value of 8 (the rms density
fluctuation in spheres of radius 8 h−1 Mpc).We take the val-
ues of 8 to be given by (Eke, Cole & Frenk 1996)
8 =

(0:52 0:04)Ω−0:46+0:10Ωmm (if Ω = 0)
(0:52 0:04)Ω−0:52+0:13Ωmm (if Ω = 1−Ωm) (52)
The next set of parameters are related to the IGM. We
will model the IGM with two parameters: (i) the slope of
the equation of state (γ) and (ii) the density averaged tem-
perature (Tm). (We have already assumed that the equation
of state for the IGM is polytropic p / γ .) It is known that
the value of γ, at any given epoch, depends on the reionisa-
tion history of the universe (Hui & Gnedin 1999). The value
of γ and its evolution is still pretty uncertain. Using Voigt
prole ts to the observed Ly absorption lines one can in
principle obtain the value of γ. Available observations are
consistent with γ in the range 1:2 < γ < 1:7 (Schaye et al.











(Tmax − Tmin): (54)
We take Tm to be in the range 20,000 K< Tm <60,000
K. This corresponds to b parameter in the range 18.3 km
s−1 < b < 31:7 km s−1 and is consistent with the minimum
value of b observed at higher H i column densities (i.e. 1014:5
cm−2).
As we have discussed earlier, we need to smooth the
power spectrum below some velocity because the blending of
spectral lines makes it impossible to resolve the lines below
a particular velocity. Typically this velocity is of the order of
a few tens km s−1. For deniteness, we take the smoothing
velocity to be v = 30 km s−1.
We can now calculate LOS for any value of z and z
0. As
discussed earlier, we shall calculate the correlation function
is for a particular mean redshift z and plot it as a function
of redshift dierence z. One can convert z into a velocity
v = cz=(1 + z) and can obtain LOS as a function of v.
The results for the LOS correlation function for dier-
ent cosmological models are shown in Figure 1. We have
chosen typical values for Tm as 40,000 K and γ = 1:5, at a
redshift of z = 2:5. It can be seen that the correlation curves
tend to flatten at low velocities, and drops at high velocities.
The correlation curve in the LCDM model falls less rapidly
compared to other two models. It is clear that the introduc-
tion of a cosmological constant makes the correlation curve
flatter (the LCDM curve is flatter than the OCDM curve),
and the curve is more or less independent of the matter
density (compare the OCDM and SCDM curves). Since we
have normalised the correlation with respect to zero separa-
Figure 1. LOS correlation function as a function of velocity.
Results for three dierent cosmological models at a mean redshift
of z = 2:5 are presented. The correlation function is normalised
in such a way that it is unity at zero velocity separation.
tion scale, we cannot compare the absolute values directly,
only the shapes can be compared.
We would like to compare our results with observational
data. For this, we obtain the observational data from Cris-
tiani et al. (1997). The data consists of several QSO spectra
at various redshifts, ranging from 1.7 to 3.7. This range is
pretty large, and evolutionary eects will be signicant in
the data. We compare the observed LOS correlation (points
with error bars) with the theoretical curve for the three cos-
mological models, and for various ranges of values of Tm and
γ in Figure 2 for z = 2:5.
It is clear (see Figure 2) that increasing the density
averaged temperature, Tm, or the slope of the equation of
state, γ, make the correlation curves flatter. The changes
in the correlation due to these two parameters are roughly
of the same order. For example, the correlation curve with
Tm = 60; 000 K, γ = 1:2 is nearly similar to the curve
with Tm = 20; 000 K, γ = 1:7, for all the models. It seems
that higher values of Tm and γ are preferred by the ob-
servations. It is interesting to note that the IGM param-
eters have stronger influence, compared to the cosmologi-
cal parameters, on the shape of the correlation curves. This
means we can constrain the IGM parameters by studying
the velocity dependence of LOS correlation function even
with ill-constrained cosmological parameters. However, it is
not possible to constrain both Tm and γ simultaneously be-
cause the variation due to these two parameters are roughly
the same. We would like to point here that the observa-
tional data points were obtained using the Ly clouds with
log(NHI/cm
2)> 14. However we have not used any such con-
strain while obtaining the analytical curves. As a prelimi-
nary check, we can see that the analytical curves have the
broad features which are expected from the observational
data. However, no quantitative statement can be made un-
less the observed LOS correlation is obtained using an ex-
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Figure 2. Comparison of the theoretical LOS with observational data (Cristiani et al. 1997). The solid and the dashed curves are for
γ = 1:2 and γ = 1:7 respectively. The theoretical curves have been normalised in such a way that they match with the observed data
point at the lowest velocity bin.
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tended dataset over a narrow range of redshift so that the
evolutionary eects are minimised.
We next check the redshift evolution of the LOS cor-
relation function. For deniteness, we consider LOS at a
particular velocity, v = 100 km s−1, and plot it as a func-
tion of z (Figure 3). The curves are normalised in such a
way that LOS(v=100 km s
−1) = 0.21 at z = 3:85, which is
taken from Cristiani et al.(1997). We have assumed that γ
does not evolve with redshift. The value of Tm is xed at a
particular redshift (in this case, at z = 2:5) and the value
of Tm at other redshifts are calculated using the relation
Tm  γ−1  (1 + z)3γ−3.
We found the dependence of evolution of LOS on Tm is
negligible. Thus in what follows we concentrate on the eect
of γ and the cosmological models. It is clear that the ampli-
tude of the correlation function increases with time with the
evolution being most rapid in OCDM and least in SCDM.
Also, the evolution becomes more rapid as we decrease γ.
However, the eects due to change in cosmology and γ are
of the same order, which means that we cannot constrain
both the parameters simultaneously. Thus the above analy-
sis clearly suggest that it will be very dicult to recover the
power spectrum of density fluctuations uniquely from the
Ly absorption lines without knowing the IGM parameters.
However, the cosmological parameters determined through
studies such as CMBR (and other data), can be used to
constrain the equation of state (using the plot in the right
in Figure 3). The important thing to note is that we can
constrain γ with ill-constrained values of Tm.
Throughout this paper we have treated γ to be indepen-
dent of z. However, there are indications that γ could change
with z. Schaye et al. (1999a) notice that the temperature of
the IGM has a sharp increase at z = 3 and decreases with de-
creasing redshift afterwards. They also notice that the slope
of the equation of state become close to one at z ’ 3 then
increases with decreasing redshift. Theoretical calculations
suggest that γ increases with time and the rate of evolution
depends on the reionisation epoch (Hui & Gnedin 1997).
From Figure 3 we can infer that when γ becomes larger the
rate of growth of LOS at a given velocity decreases. Thus
our study clearly suggests that the evolution of LOS at a
given velocity can be used as probe of a reionisation and
thermal history of the IGM once the cosmological model is
xed.
3.2 Transverse Correlation
In this section we present the results for the transverse cor-
relation. As before, we consider the same CDM power spec-
trum, and essentially the same range of the IGM parameters.
The smoothing velocity is taken to be 30 km s−1, which is
the typical peculiar velocity of a blob in the IGM.
Given z, we calculate trans as a function of the trans-
verse comoving distance l?. One can then convert this length























sin r (if Ωk < 0)
r (if Ωk = 0)
sinh r (if Ωk > 0)
(57)
Instead of plotting the correlation function directly, we
plot the quantity P(), which is dened as follows. The
excess probability, over random background, of nding two
neutral hydrogen overdense separated by a comoving trans-





Using equation (55) we get the excess probability over ran-
dom background of nding two neutral hydrogen overdense
separated by an angle  as







trans()  d: (59)
From Figure 4 it is clear that even the maximum excess
probability of nding two H i overdense regions over an an-
gular scale greater than few arc seconds is less than 1%.
Observationally the distribution of H i along the transverse
direction is probed by studying the common absorbers along
the LOS towards closely spaced QSOs. The angular scales
probed varies between few arc seconds and few arc minutes
(Shaver et al. 1982; Shaver & Robertson 1983; Smette et al.
1992; Dinshaw et al. 1994; Bechtold et al. 1994; Crotts et al.
1994; Bechtold & Yee 1994; Smette et al. 1995; D’Odorico
et al. 1997; Petitjean et al. 1998). Based on our analysis it is
most likely that the common absorbers seen in the spectra of
closely spaced QSOs are most likely probe the transverse ex-
tent of the same overdense region rather than the clustering
length scale of separate regions.
3.3 Dierence between trans and LOS
It should be noted that for a given mean redshift, the values
of the LOS and the transverse correlation functions need
not be the same. This is because, when we observe along
one LOS, we actually sample dierent points at dierent
redshifts. In contrast to this, the transverse correlation is
calculated at the same redshift. The eect of evolution in
the LOS correlation makes it dierent from the transverse
correlation.
To illustrate this point more clearly, let us rst assume
that xb does not evolve with z (this corresponds to the equa-
tion of state where γ = 4=3). Then from equations (41) and
(46), we see that for a given length scale l, the integrands in




D(z + z=2)D(z −z=2)
D2(z)
; (60)
where z and z are dened in equations (43) and (44) re-
spectively. The dierence in the two correlation functions is
now entirely due to the evolution of the power spectrum.
Thus the two correlation functions will be nearly equal for
small z but will start diering from each other for large
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Figure 3. LOS(v=100 km s
−1) as a function of z. The curves are normalised in such a way that LOS(v=100 km s−1) = 0.21 at
z = 3:85, which is taken from Cristiani et al.(1997). In the left plot, the IGM parameters are xed Tm = 40; 000 K, γ = 1:5. In the right
plot, we have xed the cosmological model to be LCDM, and Tm = 40; 000 K.
z. In the general case when xb evolves with z, the dierence
will be much more prominent.
This is indeed true, as one can see from Figure 5. For
scales below 200 h−1 Mpc, the two correlation functions are
nearly the same. But above such scales the two functions
start diering appreciably. For the observations made in the
scales of 10-100 h−1 Mpc, our analytical calculation shows
that one should not see any appreciable dierence between
LOS and transverse correlations. This can be used as a im-
portant tool determining the power spectrum (provided, of
course, we know the IGM parameters and the correlation
function completely). As we have argued earlier, one can-
not get the power spectrum from the LOS correlation. But
the power spectrum can be obtained from the transverse
correlation in usual manner. Since the two correlations are
identical for scales upto 100 h−1 Mpc, one can start from the
LOS correlation, replace it with the transverse correlation,
and obtain the power spectrum. Hence, below scales of 100
h−1 Mpc, the Fourier transform of LOS will give the power
spectrum, but one should interpret this result in a proper
manner.
3.4 Column Density Distribution
Unlike the correlation functions discussed above, the col-
umn density distribution dependents on J(z);Ωbaryon and
T0(z) through F (z) in equation (50). However, one can see
from the denition of F (z) (equations (21) and (19)) that
the parameters J(z);Ωbaryon and T0(z) appear as a combi-
nation Ωbaryonh
2J−1(z)T−0:70 (z). Instead of considering the
values of the above parameters separately, we x the value
of F (z) to be F (z) = 4:7810−11 cm−3 (which corresponds
to typical values like Ωbaryonh
2 = 0:02; J = 0:46  10−12
s−1; T0 = 10; 000K). We shall check the dependence of the
column density distribution on the following parameters :
(i) cosmological models, (ii)  and (iii) γ. (We have checked
and found the dependence of column density distribution on
Tm to be very weak.)
In what follows we try to get constraints on our model
parameters using the observed column density distribution
obtained from Hu et al. (1995) and Kim et al. (1997) at
three mean redshifts 2.31, 2.85 and 3.35. In Figure 6 we
plot , the quantity f(NHI), that is related to the quantity
(dNpk=dz dNHI) through the relation (Bi & Davidsen, 1997)
f(NHI) = (dNpk=dz dNHI)=(1 + z): (61)
The observational data points are the points with errorbars
in the gure.
In the left most panel of each row in Figure 6 we plot the
predicted column density distribution for various cosmolog-
ical models for a given set of IGM parameters (γ = 1:2 and
Tm = 20; 000) and  = 0.1. In all the redshift bins it is clear
that the SCDM curves fall steeply at the higher column
density end compared to other models. This is consistent
with the results noted by Gnedin & Hui (1996). However,
in our method of obtaining f(NHI), the SCDM model can
be made to t the data by slightly increasing the value of
. The OCDM and LCDM curves t the observed distribu-
tion upto log NHI  14:0 for  = 0:1. In the middle panel
of each row in Figure 6 we plot the predicted distribution
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Figure 4. Plot of P(). Results for three dierent cosmological models and for two dierent redshifts are presented. The IGM parameters
are γ = 1:5; Tm(z = 2:5) = 40; 000K. Tm at redshift z = 3:5 is calculated using the relation Tm  (1 + z)3γ−3.
Figure 5. The ratio of LOS and trans as a function of comoving scale l. The results for three cosmological models and for three dierent
mean redshifts are plotted. The curves for the LCDM and the OCDM models nearly overlap.
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Figure 6. f(NHI) as a function of NHI for three redshifts. We show the dependence of f(NHI) on cosmology (left),  (center) and
equation of state γ (right). For the left plots, we x γ = 1:2; Tm = 20; 000K,  = 0:1. The center plots are for the LCDM model with
γ = 1:2; Tm = 20; 000K. The right plots are also for LCDM with Tm = 20; 000K,  = 0:1.
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for the two assumed values of  for LCDM with γ = 1:2
and Tm = 20; 000K. It is clear that the observed distribu-
tion is consistent with  = 0:1. This means that, in the
case of LCDM, the eective length of the overdense region
is about (1/10) of the coherence scale R. The value of R
depends on the baryonic power spectrum, its typical value is
of the order of few hundreds of Kpc; for LCDM model with
γ = 1:2; Tm = 20; 000K, we get R
 = 360h−1 Kpc. This
means that the typical length of an individual overdense re-
gion is  36h−1 Kpc.
The eect of γ on the column density distribution can
be seen from the right most panel in Figure 6 where we plot
the results of LCDM model for two extreme values of γ. In
the models with higher value of γ the f(NHI) curve falls
sharply at higher column density end at all redshifts. Also
one can see the curve flattening in the low column densities.
The eect seems to be more at the higher redshifts. It is
clear, because of the flattening at the low column densities,
that lower values of γ are preferred for  = 0:1. However,
one can get the consistent t for higher values of γ by in-
creasing the value of . At z = 2:31, one can t the data
reasonably well with  in the range 0.1 to 0.2 and γ in the
range 1.2 to 1.6. For z = 2:85 the corresponding ranges are
0:1    0:2 and 1:2  γ  1:55 and those for z = 3:35 are
0:1    0:15 and 1:2  γ  1:55. It is impossible to t the
data with γ > 1:6, for any choice of  at any redshift bin.
As we noted before, the observed LOS correlation function,
though aected by the evolutionary eects, at similar red-
shifts favours higher value of γ. One can get consistent t
to both the observations by increasing γ and  as a function
of redshift as predicted by standard reionisation models.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a simple analytic expression for the cor-
relation function and the column density distribution for
the low H i column density systems seen in the spectra of
high redshift QSOs. We have used our results to get con-
straints on various cosmological and IGM parameters. We
summarise our main results below.
1. One cannot rigourosly dene a power spectrum from
the LOS correlation function. However, since the LOS and
transverse correlations are identical below scales of  100
h−1 Mpc, it is possible to obtain the power spectrum by a
Fourier transform of the LOS correlation function (provided
the IGM parameters are known).
Previous studies have attempted to recover the power
spectrum of density fluctuations from the observations of
the IGM (Croft et al. 1998, Hui 1998, Croft et al. 1999). We
show that it is dicult to recover a unique power spectrum
from H i correlation function without constraining the IGM
parameters, especially γ. We feel that the correct approach
in studying this issue is to constrain the cosmological mod-
els using CMBR or supernovae data, and apply those con-
straints to study the IGM parameters using H i correlation
functions.
2. The evolution of the LOS correlation function at a
particular velocity depends on γ. For a given cosmological
model, it is possible to constrain the value of γ at dierent
epochs through these curves which, in turn, will constrain
the evolution of γ. However, for such an exercise one needs
accurate observational data at dierent redshift bins which
are not aected by evolutionary eects. These constraints
can also be used as an independent method to constrain the
reionisation history of the universe.
3. The analytic column density distribution for H i,
when compared with observations, favours a lower value of γ.
We show that γ should be less than 1.6 for redshifts around
2.5 and should be less than 1.55 for redshifts 3 to 4. Also, the
LOS correlation function and the column density distribu-
tion can be used simultaneously to put stringent constraints
on γ and its evolution.
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APPENDIX A1: DETAILED CALCULATIONS
FOR THE COLUMN DENSITY DISTRIBUTION
Suppose we are looking at the IGM along any one direction,
at some redshift z. Then the linear density eld 
(1D)
B (x; z)
along that axis will be described by a one dimensional Gaus-
sian random eld, with a power spectrum
P
(1D)











From now on we shall derive all the expressions at a
particular redshift z, and we shall not write the explicit z-
dependence on the quantities.
To dene the column density, we associate each local
maximum or peak in the linear density eld to a Ly cloud.
The column density corresponding to such a cloud is given
by equation (49). We have expressed 
(1D)
B [peak] in terms of
NHI in equation (50).
Using the properties of a Gaussian random eld, we
can derive the joint probability distribution for the three
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B , respectively at the peak 
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B = 0 is
























B j(1D)00B jdx; (A2)
where










2 − 41 : (A4)
Note that 0 = , dened in equation (8).















 and  measure the eld and its second derivative, respec-
tively;  is a measure of the width of the power spectrum.
One can use these quantities to obtain the number of peaks




P [(1D)B ; (1D)00B ; (1D)0B = 0]d(1D)B d(1D)00B j(1D)00B j (A6)
Using equation (34), one can convert the above expression
to the number of clouds per unit redshift interval. After
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which is straightforward to obtain from equation (A8), pro-
vided we know  as a function of NHI. Equations (50) and
(A5) give  in terms of NHI, and they can be used to calcu-







Thus we get an analytic expression for the number of clouds
per unit redshift interval per unit column density range
(dNpk=dz dNHI) as a function of NHI.
